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maseus, telling him to apply to the sheikh at that place, and
would expect similar courtesy from his Damascus brother.
He admitted the principle of a general council of sheikhs
for matters of extraordinary importance, but said that his
order had not had one for three hundred and sixteen years.1
He likened his own authority over his followers to that of
the sultan embodied in an imperial decree. Though scat-
tered over the city attending to their own business, he could
assemble them "in ten minutes" by giving an order to a
dervish messenger. Sheikh Sa'ad-ed-Din's account of his
relations to his tekkeh may be held to apply in general to
the sheikhs presiding over dervish houses belonging to the
rest of the allied orders of which the Qadiriyeh is the parent.
We may now notice three orders not in this group.
Among the Syrian adherents of the order of the Mowlawi-
yeh, or whirling dervishes, who number some five hundred
souls,, we may find traces of that cohesion which theoretically
holds together the component parts of cadi order, but which,
as we have seen, is notably lacking, in Syria, and Palestine,
among the Qadiriyeh and allied orders. The Mowlawiyeh
establishments at Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli, and fiums all
acknowledge the authority of the head sheikh of the order,
whose title is Chelebi EiTendi, or Mulla.li Khunkar, resident
at Xoniah, Asia Minor, where the founder was buried. Each
branch is under the direction of a sheikh, who inherits the
office from his father or brother, but who must be confirmed
in it by the chief at Koniah. The sheikh at Hums is subordi-
nate to the sheikh at Damascus, but otherwise the four heads
of establishments appear to have no official relations, never
meeting in a general council either at Koniali or elsewhere.
At the picturesquely situated dervish house at Tripoli the
only permanent occupants are the sheikh and his family.
Like the heads of all such houses of whatever order, he is
bound to give hospitality, even to "half his loaf/* to visiting
dervishes. The lay-members pursue their ordinary busi-
ness in the city, assembling at head-quarters for the religious
functions. Of the whirling function we speak in the next
section. At Damascus these lay-brothers are also prepon-
1 My information waa received in 1909.

